
 

 

Making America's mining great again 

THE US has dropped the ball with resource security. The Outcrop, by Robin 

Bromby. 

In 2014 China invested more than US$239 billion in oil and gas and mineral exploration; that 

same year, private investment in US exploration was roughly $85 billionn. 

Last year Beijing brought all its resource operations — from mining to forestry — together 

under a new super department, the Ministry of National Resources. China has streamlined 

permitting procedures 

In 1996, the US government defunded its Bureau of Mines. In an effort to balance the federal 

budget, the US House of Representatives voted to close down the bureau with its 1900 

employees and an annual budget of $US132 million. Today in the US almost every mining 

plan gets politicized and there is over-zealous cordoning off of land available for exploration. 

The Bureau of Mines could be re-opened if Congress voted the money needed — but there 

is little sign of that. 

Now a book, "Groundbreaking: America's new quest for mineral independence' argues that 

time is running out for the US. It needs to act with urgency to exploit what it terms the 

"enormous mineral wealth" sitting under the feet of the American people. 

And especially those metals needed for technology, most of which the US imports and much 

of those imports come from China. The result is that the US is "becoming economically, 

militarily and geopolitically weaker" as a result of its lack of mining policies. 

The authors, Ned Mamula (a geoscientist and adjunct scholar at the Centre for 

Science at the Cato Institute) and writer Ann Bridges, make a strong case. 

They point out that, for example, the Western Cordillera — the mountain ranges and 

adjacent basins that extend from Alaska to Mexico and from Colorado to the Pacific 

coastline — contains abundant deposits of at least 23 minerals, including cobalt, 

tungsten and vanadium, along with copper, gold, manganese, nickel, silver and tin 

(the last mentioned being important, too: tin is not only become more and more a 

technology metal but the US is heavily reliant on imports of that metal). 

"Current US Geological Survey assessments of the most highly-used metals — iron, 

aluminium (meaning bauxite), gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc — indicate that 



unexplored and undiscovered deposits of these metals will probably dwarf the totals 

of their previous production in US history," write Mamula and Bridges. 

First problem: no one really knows what lies under that ground. Geological mapping 

of federal and other lands is inadequate and lags the efforts of other countries. 

The book argues that that mining in the US peaked more than 30 years ago, and the 

country is no longer among the top producers of minerals needed to supply the ever-

growing demands from the technology sector. 

Americans are 100% dependent on imports for their graphite, niobium, rare earths, 

vanadium and several other metals, and heavily dependent for many others (cobalt 

is 72% supplied by imports), lithium (50%) and uranium (90%). 

America learned its lesson with oil after the Arab embargoes of the 1970s; last 

month the country exported more oil and gas than it imported for the first time in 

decades. 

Second problem: there is a need to remove stumbling blocks to exploration (and 

mining). 

Permitting times need to be shortened, federal land opened up, and a national policy 

on critical minerals developed and enacted. 

It takes an average 307 days for a company to get an exploration permit in most 

western states (as opposed to 10 days in North Dakota). There is a seven to 10-year 

timeline to get permits that allow a mine to go into operation. 

"Long term allies Australia and Canada can both serve as role models in how they 

manage to value their minerals, slash the time to get their mines up and running, all 

the while achieving world-class environmental protection and safeguards," the book 

notes. 

Problem three (and four): there has been little success getting Congress to move on 

this issue. On top of that, most Americans are ignorant when it comes to the 

importance of minerals — that, for example, "cars originate not in Detroit but in a 

Michigan iron ore mine, an Ohio limestone mine, a Colorado molybdenum mine, a 

West Virginia coking coal mine, a Missouri lead mine, a Tennessee zinc mine". 

"Groundbreaking" gives us both a great historical perspective of American mining 

and a glimpse of a serious vulnerability for US security. 

Perhaps the first step would be to revive the Bureau of Mines and for the US once 

again to have a federal agency that does key research in mineral processing, 

hydrometallurgy, engineering and reclaiming abandoned mines (and possibly re-

opening some of them). 

Problem five: this is yet another wake-up call that will not be heeded in Washington. 



Footnote: "Groundbreaking" is available from online book retailers Amazon.com and 

Book Depository. The e-book version is available through various platforms including 

Amazon, Smashwords, Apple and Kobo. 

 

 

 


